How to electrify your Glass Cluster to become a Grape Lamp
Step 1 – Setting up the power cable inside the grape lamp
1. Pass the power cable within the metallic ring situated on the top of the grape lamp (see picture 4 and 5)
2. Pull the power cable from the top to the middle of the grape lamp before
3. Insert the light bubble within the lamp socket and slightly pull the power cable from the ring on the top to
adjust

Picture 4

Picture 5

Important information
As totally made of mouth-blown glass, the grape Cluster is fragile. To prevent any damage during transport, the
artisan always blows more bubbles than necessary so the bubbles have less space to move around and the Cluster is
more compact.
As a result, you may find sometimes difficult to insert the light bubble inside the grape lamp.
No worry, the electrification is still possible. You will just need to remove one or two glass bubbles to create enough
space within the grape lamp. Please refer to II “INSTRUCTIONS –How to remove glass bubbles to insert the light
bulb”
OBS! Regarding reclamation for broken glass bubbles
As totally made of mouth-blown glass, the grape Cluster is fragile. As indicated in order to prevent any damage
during transport, the artisan always blows more bubbles than necessary, so the bubbles have less space to move
around and the Cluster is more compact. However, even if with this extra precaution, you might find broken glass
bubbles (up to 5 pieces) when unpacking the grape lamp. This cannot be considered as reclamation. Please note
that the artisan blows up to 10 glass bubbles extra. Be insured that the visual effect of the Grape Cluster will always
be astonishing even if you noticed broken pieces when delivered.
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II -INSTRUCTIONS How to remove Glass bubbles
I.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

INSTRUCTIONS –How to remove glass bubbles to insert the light bubble
You will need to use a long pliers (see picture 8)
Choose one or two glass bubbles to remove, preferably situated within the central part of the grape lamp
Cut delicately the base of the glass bubble connecting it to the central metallic structure
Remove the glass bubble
Repeat the operation if needed to create more space (1 to 2 glass bubbles should be enough)

Picture 8

After removing the glass bubbles, you just need to process to the electrification as described in the first part of the
instructions.
Important information
Do not worry when removing the glass bubbles. The grape lamp is naturally designed to hide any space created
either to insert the bubble light or in case of broken bubble glass. When removing the glass bubbles, all the other
pieces will gently adjust making the entire lamp looks perfect.

How to expose the grape lamp
The grape lamp can be either hung from the ceiling (make sure the room structure can support up to 9kg) or nicely
displayed upon a table or a console table.
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